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It's 50 degrees below zero.  The wind and snow blow so hard, you can't see your hand in front of

your face. Your heating fuel is nearly gone, and so is your food. How do you survive?  Five

fourteenâ€“yearâ€“olds face this desperate situation on a deadly journey in Antarctica. It is 2083.

They are contestants on a reality TV show, Antarctic Survivor, which is set up to reâ€“create Robert

F. Scott's 1912 doomed attempt to be the first to reach the South Pole.  But in 2083 reality TV is not

just an act. Contestants literally relive â€“ or die during â€“ the simulations of events. Robert Scott

and his team were experienced explorers and scientists, but their attempt to reach the Pole proved

fatal. What chance does the Antarctic Survivor team have?  This actionâ€“packed, riveting adventure

â€“â€“ full of fascinating direct quotes from Scott's journals and other accounts of the expedition â€“ is

both a heartâ€“wrenching drama from the past and a disquieting glimpse into the future.
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The year is 2083, and television rules the world (even more so than in 2005). Kids don't go to school

anymore; they stay home and watch EduTV for their education. At least until they are 14. Then the

rich kids go on to high school and college, while the poor attempt to find a job, any job, though there

isn't much available. They live in crowded shack towns and eat processed food chips with flavors

like broccoli and chicken. Life is hard and bleak for these kids, with few comforts and fewer



opportunities. The only possible happiness has to come from within (which everyone knows is

where true happiness comes from anyway), because there's certainly not much pleasure otherwise.

The poor kids do have one, very slim chance of getting to college and finding a good job, and that's

through the scholarship lottery system. A very few get lucky; most don't. So when a reality TV show

offers 14-year-olds an opportunity at a big money prize, thousands jump at the chance to apply.

"Historical Survivor" is a favorite program on EduTV. Contestants participate in recreated historical

situations like the Civil War and The Alamo, right down to every dangerous detail, including the risk

of injury and even death. This special teen edition puts five teenagers in Antarctica on a remake of

Robert Scott's race to the South Pole in 1912. Polly, Grace, Robert, Andrew and Billy all apply for

different reasons, with different hopes and dreams. Each is chosen because of a specific and

special talent he or she possesses. Then they ship out to the frozen and hostile world of Antarctica

armed with the same supplies and equipment that Scott's expedition had back in 1912. Scott's men

didn't survive. Will this group of 14-year-olds be able to?
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